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Introductions

Name
 The best or worst thing you have had to 

deal with around evidence
One question you have about identifying 

or using evidence



Objectives
The objectives of this session are to enable the participant to:

 identify what evidence is

 use guidelines to answer 
 When is there enough evidence to go to hearing? (the test pre-

hearing)
 When is there enough evidence to impose discipline? (the test at 

the hearing) 

 identify guidelines around the use of evidence 

 use a sample decision making structure for using 
evidence 

 use evidence is a decision making context.



Agenda

Evidence
 Introductions and Agenda

 Evidence
What is evidence?
Evidence vs.  Information, facts, argument
When it becomes part of the official record?
 Tests for admitting evidence

 Relevance
 Reliability

 Using evidence - the tests
Prehearing – is there enough to go to 

hearing?



Evidence

Evidence is the material (testimony 
and documents) provided by the 
parties during or before the hearing 
upon which the panel relies to 
reach conclusions about the 
required facts for each issue.



Evidence is not

arguments or submissions of the 
parties

 the claims or positions of the parties 

 the facts 



The Decision Making 
Structure
 The decision making structure or process includes six parts or steps: 

1. identify the issues and required facts (sub-questions) under each issue 

2. by issue - sort the evidence according to each required factual finding 

3. by issue - make the relevant findings of fact or identify if the evidence is not 
present to make a finding of fact

4. by issue - apply the facts back to the legislation and policy to answer the 
issue - look for mandatory and optional terms

5. repeat the steps for each issue

6. review all the issues into a final “decision” and formulate the directions / 
orders for implementation.



Decision Making Tree



Decision Making Tree

 the trunk of the tree -
represents the overall case -
linking all the issues together -
(Step 6 is where we look at the 
whole tree)

 the branches on the tree -
represent the different issues 
in the case - one issue per 
major branch



Decision Making Tree

 the twigs on the branch - represent 
the different facts the parties must 
prove to establish their case (and to get 
a desired result from the panel)

 the leaves on the twigs - represent the 
pieces of evidence that relate to a 
particular fact that must be proven - if 
the twig has no leaves, then there is no 
evidence relating to that fact and the 
fact is not proven



Frame the Questions and Sub-
questions or Required Facts

 use the appeal and response, the legislation 
and the policy to identify the sections of the 
legislation and policy, which apply.  

 then frame the main questions in the appeal 
and all the sub-questions (facts that must be 
proven under this issue) the panel will have to 
address during the course of its decision 
making. 



Sort the Evidence and Make Relevant 
Findings of Fact on the Evidence

 This stage involves three parts –
 sorting the evidence, 
 weighing the evidence, and 
 making findings of fact using the evidence.  

Go through all the evidence and sort it into 
the various sub-questions.  



Sorting the Evidence by 
Question
 The only test to use at this point is “relevance”. 

Evidence is relevant if:

 it can help the panel answer all or part of the 
case before it

 it can help the panel decide if one fact exists.



Apply the Facts to the Legislation and 
Policy to Reach Conclusions on the 
Issue and Express the Panel’s Rationale

 apply the facts (from Stage II) to the 
questions, legislation and policy (from 
Stage I and II) to come to logical, rational 
conclusions.  

 The legislation and policy will tell the 
panel if the facts are mandatory or 
discretionary and how many are required 
and which ones are required.



Compiling the Overall Decision on the 
Case and Formulating the Directions for 
Implementation

 collect all the conclusions on the issues, 
forming the overall decision and 
expressing the directions of the panel or 
its orders in a way that the parties can 
understand, follow and implement. 

 Look back at the whole tree, not just one 
branch.



What Weight Does Evidence 
Have?
Test one: Relevance -

 if the evidence is not relevant to a fact 
that has to be proven - it has no weight

 The more relevance the evidence has 
the more value it has to the panel.



What Weight Does Evidence 
Have?
Test two: Reliability -

How much reliance can the panel put on 
the evidence that it is true and actually 
depicts what is says it does?

 The more reliable the evidence is, the 
more value it has to the panel.


